Fall, photos, and fun. It is back to school time!

September is synonymous with back to school, but did you know that it is also National Spinal Cord Injury Awareness Month? This is a time to remember all the recipients and monkeys who have found their students to be interested, engaged, and thoughtful in their responses. As we tell kids “It is ok to want a monkey, but we never want you to need a monkey.”

Have your friends seen things from your social media feeds with back to school photos? Being at The Monkey College is one of the many reasons we are always looking for new supporters to join us on Instagram! Here are two of our favorite Instagram photos this month! We hope to see you at one of our upcoming events!

Meat the Monkeys
Field is one of our newest recipients and was able to learn all about peanut butter! As he was running around he learned that peanut butter is one of the many small food rewards. As a supportive and engaging learning and performing tasks, peanut butter is beloved by all.

Living Permanently Enabled
As classrooms fill back up this fall, so do our schedules and presentation invitations. As recipients and monkeys continue to learn and perform tasks, their way to increased independence and companionship, which we are able to provide to our students to learn their tasks, using small food rewards. As a supporter of our program, you help provide the peanut butter that our monkeys love so much!

Slooper of the Month
Helping Hands monkeys are great at catching all passing items. The latest Slooper of the Month is confirmed! All we need now is you!...